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Disease dynamics for extreme events
Dynamics of infectious diseases are complex, and while sophisticated models investigating these factors have been developed, all models simplify various aspects of the spread of a disease. The choice of model (or other decision support tool) depends on the policy or scientific question of interest [15] . Global Catastrophic Biological Risks (GCBRs), discussed by Schoch-Spana et al. [20] are a very extreme class of events, and require somewhat different tools than the ones used in typical epidemiological investigation. Because most infectious disease models are developed and used for typical cases, the usual model assumptions are not appropriate for GCBRs.
Yassif defines a Global catastrophic risk as "something that could permanently alter the trajectory of human civilization in a way that would undermine its long-term potential or, in the most extreme case, threaten its survival." [23] Given the focus on the overall impact of these events, and their catastrophic impacts, it is particularly critical that models used for assessing that risk appropriately represents asymptotic behavior. Crtically, in an extreme pandemic transmission dynamics will differ from the dynamics appropriate for models which represent more typical cases. Based on conversations with a variety of infectious disease policy and modeling experts [13] , this changing transmissibility is the most critical factor identified for assessing the impact of a worst-case pandemic.
The reasons for the expected change in transmissibility are varied, and the dynamics involved in each differ. For instance, social distancing induced by education campaigns [7, 11] or self-imposed distancing which occur due to fear would reduce the rate at which contacts occur. Health system responses can lead to isolation of some of the infectious population, or distribute treatments which reduce infectiousness of those infected. Improved hygeinic measures and prophylaxis can reduce the rate at which contacts with infectious individuals lead to infection. In addition, centrally imposed population-level isolation such as border controls and travel screening or restrictions will reduce inter-population spread. Finally, in the most extreme cases, thinning population as the disease spreads limits transmission.
There is an important and large body of work addressing the impact of social distancing on the initial epidemic stages of an outbreak, including information diffusion models [6] and coupled disease-behavior models [22] . This body of work has begun to make use of extant data, however, the asymptotic behavior for human diseases depends on changing dynamics from endogenous response, and these are poorly understood [4] . For example, models of complex heterogenous networks for transmission like those discussed by Pastor-Satorras et al. are critical for understanding initial diffusion [18] but these networks change greatly over the course of a pandemic.
For the purpose of discussing the potential for GBCRs, it is important to choose models that can account for these factors, or adapt models to begin to account for the dynamics important in the extreme cases being discussed. The models mentioned earlier can address these changing population dynamics, but they require detailed data that is impossible to gather without the occurrence of such an event [4, 16] . In addition to the data limitation, GCBR cases are likely to come from novel diseases which have unusual and unexpected features [14, 20] . Representing the as-yet-unknown features relevant to GCBR cases in detailed models mentioned above would allow modelling the details of spread and transmission across all of the potential cases, but this is infeasible.
Without attempting to represent the dynamics fully, however, simpler models allow exploration of the possibility space. To this end, the paper proposes an adaptation of classical compartmental models that can be used to better explore these limiting dynamics. Such simple compartental models admittedly do not fully capture the dynamics involved, but such simplified models are often able to provide robust results [10].
Model outline
The proposed model extends the standard SEIR model discussed by Anderson and May [2], by reducing the rate of transmission of the disease as the disease spreads. This is intended to roughly approximate the changing transmission dynamics overall. This allows for clear representation of the disease dynamics without attempting to specify the exact mechanisms involved. Because the various limiting factors are all caused, directly or indirectly, by recognizing the spread of the disease and its seriousness, the changing dynamics are modeled as a function of the cumulative death rate due to the disease. It seems reasonable to presume that at the point where any noticable fraction of a population has died, the population would begin to react to the presence of the disease. For this reason, a linear reduction in the spread of the disease is represented by a reduction in the contact rate. This reduction is expected to continue until a second transition, where the endogenous response is maximal. Beyond this point, the contact rate is reduced linearly until the point of extinction, to represent the reduced transmission rate as population levels drop.
While the compartments are not substantially different than those of a typical SEIR model, to denote the different model assumptions, the model explicitly includes the "Killed" compartment as distinct from "Recovered", and use the more appropriate term "Latent" for the "Exposed" population. We also explicitly model distancing in the contact rate via the use of χ for the contact rate, which depends on fear, φ, as measured in fatalities. This leads to a Susceptible-Latent-Infectious-Killed-Recovered (SLIKR) model, with a system of ODEs shown below. The contact rate χ is non-constant, to represent the changing transmission dynamics. The reduction in contacts is implicitly equivalent to both a reduction in transmission rate, and a reduction in susceptibility, so this variable represents all such changes. The initial level, χ 0 , is the normal rate of contacts, transmissibility, and siusceptibility. Once fatalities increase to some minimal level φ min , the limiting factors which represent changing public behaviors, health system interventions, begin to have an effect. The limiting factors decrease the contact rate linearly until the death toll reaches φ max , at which point the changes have saturated, and infectious contacts are reduced to χ ∞ . Past this point, we assume contacts decrease linearly to zero at the point of extirpation or extinction, to represent the reduced transmission due to thinned population.
These dynamics are obviously greatly simplified from what will occur in practive, but illustrates the dynamics of social reaction to worst-case pandemics. We also note that the typical alternative of ignoring these dynamics implicitly assumes no distancing occurs, which is even less defensible. To allow exploration of these issues and further elaboration of the model, code for the models used is available on Github, including an interactive model made in RShiny [19] that can be used to explore the dynamics.
One benefit of the models tructure is that the dynamics that differentiate SLIKR models from traditional SEIR models can be zeroed, outputs of the two models can easily be compared. For the illustration of the model, we consider the following dynamics, which are the initial values in the interactive tool. As shown, the final death toll is 12.36%, and the sensitivity to the chosen values can be explored using the interface. If we set χ ∞ = χ 0 , we can represent typical SEIR dynamics instead, and find that the fatality rate under these assumptions is 70.54%, and we see that representing changing transmission dynamics over time is critical to understanding how a worst-case pandemic unfolds.
Transformed Variable (Description in tool interface)
Value β (Probability of transmission per contact) 5% 
Worst Case Disease Etiologies
The importance and effectiveness of distancing is critical, as shown above. As discussed in an earlier paper [14] , this could fail in several distinct ways. First, a disease might spread so robustly that distancing and/or health system responses are ineffective. This would be represented in the model as a reduction in χ ∞ . If distancing and other interventions are only half as effective as assumed in the example case, χ ∞ would be 10 instead of 5, and the death toll in the base case would reach 35.58%, more than double the original 12.36%. Second, a disease might spread acutely, doing so too rapidly for distancing to be effective. If the probability of transmission per contact β doubled from the assumed 5% level, the death toll in the example case would reach 41.06%. Lastly, and unfortunately impossible to represent in the current model, the global health system could fail to identify the ongoing spread of a disease. Such a "stealth" disease might have a very long latency, during which it is infectious, or have a post-recovery effect that is only later found to be debilitating.
There are various other etiologies that have similar effects, such as rapidly spreading diseases among animal reservoirs that can spread to humans, like bubonic plague, which resembles a robust disease, or diseases like AIDS that after a long delay create susceptibility to other infectious diseases, which resmebles a stealth disease. Each of these cases is, of course, similarly not as affected by distancing and is similarly worrisome.
Model Simplifications
The model simplifications make representing many forms of population response difficult, and instead treat them all as a single continuous phenomenon. This allows easier exploration of simple dynamics, at the expense of the ability to consider different parts of the changing dynamics. In reality, a number of discrete events would be critical, but these are mostly well-represented by the current model structure. For example, while border screening or partial air travel restrictions are unlikely to be effective [3, 21], Ferguson et al identify a few discrete policy interventions that are likely to be effective, specifically case-isolation, medical prophylaxis, and reactive school closures [5] . Each of these occurs in a way that is, in general, captured by the current model structure.
On the other hand, some model simplifications are important. As noted, the current model structure cannot represent stealth infections, which is an important phenomenon, as shown by AIDS. The assumption that reaction will be a function only of death rates is also potentially problematic. Because global biosurveillance is effective, health system intereventions could begin much earlier, and warnings to the public could also occur more rapidly. Another key simplification is the linear and permanent nature of the distancing. It is likely that such reactions occur as more of an S-curve, which changes the rate at which people distance themselves and assumes that there is no fatigue or limit to how much people can stay apart. Lastly, the population mixing assumptions inherent in ordinary differential equation models do not allow the model to represent heterogenuous reduction in contacts, which may make distancing much less effective.
Concurrent Pandemics
An extension of the basic model was developed to consider a question about the potential of existential risks from concurrent pandemics. This has been proposed as a particularly worrying case due to the potential for epidemic-causing bioweapons usage, due either to an accidental release of agents, a concerted attack using several agents, or adversarial use of different agents by different actors. We propose a minimal viable model for addressing the basic question, one which must properly account for disease dynamics of the interactions of multiple diseases. For example, at the very least, such a model must account for the fact that people killed by one disease are no longer spreading other diseases.
There are several distinct ways in which multiple diseases can interact. In some cases, diseases are inhibitory, as with rhinoviruses and other upper respiratory diseases [9] , or helminths and microparasites [8] . On the other hand, there is reason to think that syndemics could sometimes have reinforcing effects, as occurs with HIV/AIDs and a variety of other diseases. For this analysis, we follow the assumption in syndemic research outlined in Mustanski et al. that in syndemics, "co-occurring epidemics... additively increase negative health consequences." [17] The way in which multiple pandemics would occur and interact will depend on the number of pandemics involved. Unfortunately, compartmental models of syndemics grow rapidly in complexity as the number of simulatneous diseases grow. As shown in Appnedix A, this quickly becomes intractable. The PopMod model developed by Lauer et al [12] models two simultaneous diseases, which can be modeled tractably with our approach, but does not consider infectious diseases, so it is not appropriate for the current application.
The model used in this analysis is capable of representing an arbitrary number of simultaneous diseases that can be fit into a standard SEIR / SLIKR framework, though the computational efficiency of representing multiple models makes the scalability limited. For example, while the interactive model above takes an almost-unnoticeable fraction of a second to update, models with 3, 4, and 5 simultaneous pandemics take 0.5, 2.1, and 9.0 minutes to run respectively. The multi-disease syndemic model has a compartment to represent each distinct combination of Susceptible, Latent, Infectious, and Recovered individuals, and a single compartment for those killed by any of the diseases. (This simplification may be problematic, for example, if there is transmission from corpses like occurs in Ebola. Given the transmission dynamics for the model, however, this possibility is not represented.) The transmission rates and disease progression are assumed to be independent, so that a person with a latent infection of two different diseases will progress to be infectious with one, but retain the latent infection from the other disease.
In order to analyze combinations of different potential diseases, a reasonable but ad-hoc distribution of the disease characteristics was used, and a large number of simulations of the outcomes were run. The distributions used for the disease-specific variables are shown in the table below, while the population characteristics and behavior follows the defaults shown for the single disease model. 
Concurrent Pandemic Simulation Results
The simulations were run for 3, 4, and 5 simultaneous disease syndemics, for 1,000, 500, and 100 iterations, respectively 1 . The distribution of the death rate per disease does not differ between the three sets of runs, while the average rate becomes less dispersed as the number of samples increases. It appears that the syndemic death rate, however, is more closely related to the worst single-disease case than to the number of diseases present. This can be understood by considering the interaction between the diseases and the population reaction. Once the public begins to distance themselves due to fear, a syndemic is likely to be slowed and stopped in a fashion similar to what occurs in a single disease. This dynamic is complicated by the interaction between disease spread and death rates. If one of the diseases spreads more rapidly than the others with a relatively low fatality rate, the population will begin distancing quickly, and the syndemic will be halted before other slower spreading diseases with higher fatality rates have a chance to become established. This can lead to a case where the syndemic death rate is lower than the death rate which would occur due to one or more of the individual diseases. Conversely, if the worst diseases all have similar rates of spread, more than one can gain a foothold before distancing begins. This would allow the syndemic to be worse than any single disease, but in most cases only marginally so. In most cases, however, neither of these dynamics dominate, and we expect a strong relationship between the worst case disease death rate and the syndemic death rate, as seen in the simulations.
To illustrate these dynamics, we can show the population dynamics for two extreme cases found in the 3-disease syndemic dataset, the ones with maximal and minimal difference between the syndemic death rate and the maximum death rate.
In the worst case, distancing started around day 85, and two diseases nearlysimultaneously peaked soon afterwards. These diseases had individual fatality rates of 45.5% and 34.7%, respectively, while the third disease, which was slower to spread, had a fatality rate of 53.3% when it alone was present. In the joint case, as shown in the image, the first two were much more lethal during the syndemic, while the third never spread significantly. In the least bad case, disease 3 was much more rapid to spread, but had a much lower case fatality rate. For this reason, the overall pandemic death rate, 30.34%, was much closer to the rate for that disease alone, 27.11%, than to the other two less rapidly spreading (but individually worse) diseases. Figure 4 . Highest Syndemic death rate compared to worst individual disease case for 3 simultaneous outbreaks. The figure illustrates the spread of all three diseases when combined in a syndemic. Note that disease 3, which has the highest individual death rate, has the fewest infections during the syndemic because of its relatively slow spread. The other two diseases peak nearly simultaneously, well before the slower but higher fatality disease has a chance to spread more widely.
3, 4, and 5 Disease Pandemic Results
The simplified model used clearly shows that co-occurence of multiple diseases, without specific interactions or malevolent intent, are very unlikely to pose a much larger concern than a single disease from the set. The bottom line result about the increased danger of multidisease syndemics can be seen by noting two summary statistics from the analyses. First, the average death rate from 3, 4, and 5 disease syndemics was 44.9%, 47.9%, and 51.3%, respectively. This shows that multi-syndemics do become slightly worse when the number of diseases increases. However, the worst-case event among the 3, 4, or 5 diseases comprising the syndemics had averages of 46.5%, 49.3%, and 52.1%. This strongly implies that the primary driver of the increase is not a worse interaction among the diseases, but simply the fact that the greater number of competing diseases leads to an expected worse outcome. (Detailed results are plotted in Appendix B. All model and data files are available on the Github repository.) It is still an open question how likely competitive versus interfering interactions among the diseases would be, and this could potentially significantly change the results. Other key uncertainties include difficult to mitigate diseases, and those where distancing and response measures are ineffective, though these issues are not specific to multipandemics.
Further work
The model itself is somewhat rudimentary, and is much more useful as an indicative or conceptual tool for understanding how population reactions can change the dynamics of diseases. There are several ways in which the model could be extended, some more useful than others. One potential modification mentioned above include nonlinear reponse. If data were available to better understand the speed and form of distancing behavior, this could be an important extension.
Properly accounting for geographic heterogeneity would allow the model to consider border closures and screening, at significant computational expense. This may be particularly worthwhile for the single-disease case, to explore the potential impact of the delayed spread across borders and how it interacts with distancing and public health reaction.
Extending the multi-disease syndemic model to allow for disease interactions would allow much broader application, and while programmatically complex, does not necessarily add much computational complexity. More critically, such an extension would be useful to consider the actual relationships between specific potential diseases that might be implicated in an outbreak. In order to do so, however it may be necessary to find reasonable distributions for various cases in order to represent them. This would require more specific epidemiological research, such as the recent work by Adalja et al. [1] , as well as difficult but important ongoing work on the estimation of the likelihood of future classes of disease [14] .
Other extensions that would allow better representation requires adding compartments to the model. For instance, having multiple susceptible compartments with different distancing could allow representation of distancing fatigue. People would be hyper-vigilant for a time, then revert to being less strict. Having more than one infectious compartment would allow the representation of stealth diseases. The addition of compartments would be straightforward in the single disease case, but would make the multipandemic model even less computationally tractable, as should be clear from Appendix A.
Conclusions
This analysis was intended to note an important likely feature of GCBR risk that was heretofore somewhat unclear; population reaction is a critical consideration when looking at worst case diseases, and is likely to drastically change the course of such diseases. The simplified model proposed is able to represent this, and show that most cases are self-limiting, and help identify cases where self-limiting spread will not occur; robust diseases, whihc spread despite public health reaction and distancing, acute diseases, which spread too quickly for such effects to make a significant difference, and stealth diseases, which are not noticed in time to prevent spread.
The model does not allow representation of specific parts of changing transmission dynamics. Despite this, for GCBR and otehr extreme risks, the models presented illustrate why population response and related factors that slow disease spread can be critical, sometimes even more than the characteristics of the disease alone. The model also shows the importance of better understanding how populations might react to these worst-case diseases, and implies that bio-surveillance able to give early warning, and effective post-outbreak warning and communications systems, are critical GBCR mitigation tools.
Appendix A -Pictoral Guide to Multipandemic Complexity 
